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Abstract. With advances in sequencing technologies, large amounts of
biological data is easily accessible for research. Advanced techniques to
extract biologically relevant knowledge from this data have gained im-
portance. In this paper, we discuss the computation based disease asso-
ciations that infer human diseases. The biological knowledge of diseases
dictates associations between diseases and biological molecules like genes,
miRNAs and proteins as well as the associations between diseases and
pathways and phenotypes. It is essential to model and represent this
knowledge in a computational form with minimal loss of biological con-
text. Based on biological assumptions and statistical analysis, samples
of (disease) affected and normal individuals are compared to generate
a hypothesis about the disease as depicted by disease associations. We
survey computation based disease associations supported by internal in-
teractions i.e interactions between various biological molecules as well
as external interactions i.e interactions between the biological molecules
and external factors like environment and drugs.

1 Introduction

Omics data is enormous. In this new age of next generation sequencing huge
amounts of data is available which needs to be investigated to arrive at a mean-
ingful logic. There are attempts to resolve the jigsaw puzzle of human disease
and genome.

Disease is briefly defined as an abnormal condition of a person. But pre-
cise definition is difficult as social and environmental factors play a role in the
manifestation of the disease. Generally diseases are classified as monogenic and
polygenic diseases. Monogenic diseases are caused by a single mutation on a spe-
cific gene like Mendelian diseases. This single mutation has varied clinical phe-
notypes across patients. This can be a consequence of polymorphic or mutant
disease-modifying genes and their interactions with environmental factors [1].
In contrast, polygenic diseases are caused by mutations in multiple genes and
their phenotypic expression is often cumulative or cooperative [2]. Many complex
diseases (e.g. diabetes, cancer and heart disease) are polygenic diseases.

The main contributions of this work include discussion on methods that
identify human disease genes.This is described in the next section followed by a
section on explanation of computation based disease associations.
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2 Methods that Identify Human Disease Genes

Identification of disease genes is one of the primary problems in human genetics.
To find disease genes, genetic linkage interval studies are used and candidate gene
loci for a given phenotype is investigated. With advances in high-throughput
genotyping technologies, genome-wide association studies (GWAS) [3] are used
to study the entire human genome in thousands of unrelated individuals with
respect to diseases. But GWAS generates huge amounts of data and finding
causal disease genes is a challenging task. GWAS data is often represented by
graphs (biological networks) whose nodes are biological molecules like proteins
and genes and edges are the interactions between them. Strategies to classify
disease gene identification methods are based on the properties of graphs and
the underlying biological assumption. Barabasi et.al [4],have loosely classified
disease gene identification methods into 3 classes as follows.

2.1 Linkage Methods

These methods assume that direct interaction partners of a disease protein are
likely candidates to be associated with the same disease phenotype. Since di-
rect interaction partners of a gene or protein are adjacent nodes in a graph,
neighbourhood properties of networks are explored. In linkage methods the bio-
logical assumption is that if candidate disease genes interact then their products
also interact. This directs us to find associations between diseases and biological
molecules reviewed in the next section.

2.2 Modularity Based Methods

These methods are based on the observation that gene products belonging to
the same topological, functional or disease module have a high likelihood of
being involved in the same disease. They use clustering techniques to identify
modules in the biological network. The gene products that do not belong to
known disease module are potential novel members. Guilt by association is the
underlying biological assumption in modularity based methods.

2.3 Diffusion Based Methods

These methods aim to identify the pathways that are closest to the known disease
genes. These methods use network propagation and random walk algorithms dis-
cussed in section 5. They start from the seed proteins and iteratively find their
way through the network based on probability. Proteins that interact with sev-
eral disease proteins and those in close network proximity gain high probabilistic
weight. The iterations in the network are continued until the network is stabi-
lized. The steady state probability is used to rank the candidate genes as disease
genes.
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3 Computation Based Disease Associations

Human body as a system has biological molecules like genes, proteins and miR-
NAs interacting with each other across tissues, organs and cells. These interac-
tions can be either internal interactions i.e interactions that take place between
various biological molecules or external where the interactions take place between
the biological molecules and external factors like environment and drugs.The
study of each of these type of interactions enables us to understand systems
biology in a better way. The following figure 1 shows computation based disease
associations.
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Fig. 1. Computation Based Disease association

As depicted in figure 1 databases for many disease associations are available
[5–12] and are discussed in this section. Similarly literature and environment
based computational techniques shown in figure 1 are described.

3.1 Disease Gene Association

The association links disease and genes that cause the disease. Disease gene
association are widely studied and stored in databases like NIH-GAD Genetic
Association database [6], UniProt [12] Online mendelian inheritance in man
(OMIM) [7] etc. NIH GAD is an archive for human genetic association studies of
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complex diseases and disorders. The archive uses standardized molecular nomen-
clature and is gene centered. Phenotypic descriptions are captured at multiple
levels enabling disease gene association. UniProt provides accurate annotated
protein sequence knowledge base. Integration with other databases is facilitated
by ID mapping and cross references and disease genes associations are identified.
OMIM is a comprehensive knowledge base of human genes and diseases and is
integrated with Entrez databases.

A cytoscape plug-in DisGeNet [13]integrates disease gene associations from
UniProt [12], Online mendelian inheritance in man (OMIM) [7], Pharma-
cogenomics Knowledge Base (PHARMGKB) [14], Comparative Toxicogenomics
Database(CTD) [15]and literature-derived human gene-disease network [16] cov-
ering different biomedical aspects of diseases. The functional analysis on inte-
grated data reveals novel biological insights in human disease inference.

Disease gene associations are extracted by literature mining using MeSH an-
notations in Medline and PubMed as cited in [17]. In [18], authors present a new
approach to predict disease gene associations based on text mining and network
analysis. Network properties like degree,eigenvector,closeness and betweenness
centrality are used to rank disease genes.

3.2 Disease Protein Association

The central dogma of molecular biology describes that DNA is transcribed into
RNA which is translated into protein. These translated proteins play an impor-
tant role in disease manifestation and disease phenotype.

The association between proteins and diseases can be extracted from many
popular databases like OMIM [7],UniProt [12],GeneCards [19] by ID mapping
and cross references. HDAPD [20] is a web tool for searching disease associ-
ated protein structures. In [21],disease protein association is extracted from
GeneCards [19] and used for associating protein complexes and diseases.

3.3 Disease Environment Association

Diseases are caused by both genetic and non genetic factors like environment.
Many diseases are caused by a combined influence of both genetic and envi-
ronmental factors [22]. In [23] disease environment association is discussed. The
paper describes the aspects of disease environment association like strength, con-
sistency, coherence, temporality and biological gradient. These aspects determine
causation of a disease. In [24] authors discuss disease environment association
with modern day perspective and its significance. These studies show that find-
ing disease environment association is a challenging task due to its noisy and
confounding nature.

In-spite of the challenges, there are attempts to capture disease environ-
ment associations in a computational form. This is done by literature mining.
In [25],the environmental etiological factors are found by extensive analysis of
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Mesh (Medical Subject Heading) annotation in MEDLINE database. The au-
thors semantically classify the environmental factors using UMLS(Unified Med-
ical Language System).They integrate diseases with both genetic and environ-
mental factors to get disease environment association. This modelling of gene
environment interactions is simple and may be enhanced.

3.4 Disease Pathway Association

Biological pathways refer to a set of related genes which serially interact among
each other. These interactions may lead to undesirable changes in a cell causing
diseases. Hence analysis of disease pathway relation helps finding new factors
causing diseases.

Examples of pathway databases include KEGG pathway [10],Reactome [26]
and GeneMAPP [27].These databases are used to find disease pathway asso-
ciations. In [17],authors collect biological pathways data from databases like
BioCarta, GenMAPP, GeneGo etc. They evaluate the overlap between a disease
and a pathway in terms of their constituent genes. They further construct a
disease network based on shared pathways to get potential candidates for novel
disease relationships.

3.5 Genotype Phenotype Association

Genotype phenotype association is a topic of intense research due to its direct
relation to manifestation of diseases. Genotype codes for a phenotype. Pheno-
type describes the observable characteristics of an organism while genotype is
the genetic make up [28]. Databases like OMIM [7] and dbGaP [8] archive
and manage genotype phenotype associations. But finding the precise genotype
phenotype relationship poses a challenge.

Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) produce huge amounts of data
which has to be analysed to identify the genotype and the underlying pheno-
typic variation. Biobanks are formed to collect and store genetic information
of individuals. These biobanks are linked to electronic health record systems to
effectively retrieve phenotypic information. In [29], authors propose mining the
human phenome via a reverse GWAS or a PheWAS (Phenome Wide Association
Scans) to find genotype phenotype associations. PheWAS is possible by using
semantic web technologies to link heterogeneous data by Resource Description
Framework (RDF)data model discussed in [30].

Another challenge to identify genotype phenotype association is due to the
univariate nature of GWAS. Univariate refers to the focus of GWAS on a single
phenotype. Although phenotypic information is multivariate, it is converted into
a single phenotypic composite score. Hence a computationally efficient multi-
variate procedure that performs well is required for GWAS. Examples of such
multivariate techniques are TATES: Trait-based Association Test that uses Ex-
tended Simes procedure [31] and MultiPhen [32].

As discussed in this section genotype phenotype association is being eval-
uated and refined by various studies so that a better understanding of human
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diseases is possible. In [33],authors use genotype phenotype data to construct
an assembled network. They further decompose the network into modules by
identifying and prioritizing the candidate disease genes.

3.6 Disease MicroRNA Association

MicroRNAs (miRNAs) [34] are a class of small non-coding RNAs ( 22 nu-
cleotides) which normally function as negative regulators of target mRNA ex-
pression at the post transcriptional level. MicroRNAs are critical in important
biological functions like tissue development and embryonic development. The
mutation of these miRNAs may result is dysfunction of miRNA leading to man-
ifestation of diseases.

Due to significant association between miRNA and diseases, many ways of
finding disease miRNA association are being explored. Human miRNA disease
database (HMDD) [35] and miR2Disease [11] are manually curated disease
miRNA association databases.

Efficient and feasible computational methods for predicting potential disease-
miRNA associations have gained importance. In [36], authors apply random-
walk on OMIM disease similarity network to predict potential OMIM disease-
miRNA associations. The assumption is that functionally related miRNAs are
often associated with phenotypically similar diseases.

In [37] potential miRNA-disease interactions are found by implementing
random walk on the miRNA-miRNA functional similarity network. They adopt
global network similarity measures in random walk with restart for miRNA-
disease association (RWRMDA) technique. Similarity based measures are pre-
sented in [38] to predict new miRNA disease associations.

3.7 Phenotype SNP Association

SNPs i.e single nucleotide polymorphisms are mutations in genes leading to ge-
netic variants. SNPs are associated with Mendelian diseases but how far they
affect complex diseases is not completely known. GWAS has hugely enabled the
study task of finding associations between phenotype(trait) and SNPs. As dis-
cussed in [39] , using phenotype SNP association leads to uncovering similarities
between multiple traits suggesting alternative approaches to prioritising disease
genes.

Finding phenotype SNP associations is a challenging task. With thousands of
SNP markers being tested simultaneously in GWAS, it is important to filter out
those SNPs that may lead to false associations as discussed in [40]. Refinements
using Linkage Disequilibrium and four levels of analysis to encompass SNP, SNP
block, gene, and pathway level comparisons is suggested by [41].Johnson et.al [9]
collected available results from 118 GWAS articles into a database of 56,411
significant SNP-phenotype associations. This database is freely available.
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3.8 Drug Gene Association

Understanding diseases leads to finding drugs that have the required therapeutic
effect on genes. Hence, finding drug gene association is essential. Databases like
DrugBank [42] and Drug2Gene store drug gene association information.

Computational methods are developed and used to find drug gene associa-
tion.In [43] drug target interaction data is integrated to construct a heteroge-
neous network. A statistical model called Semantic Link Association Prediction
(SLAP) is developed to assess the association of drug target pairs and to predict
missing links.

By incorporating multiple biological information sources the accuracy of drug
target association and prediction can be improved. In [5] a novel framework, Sim-
ilarity based Inference of drug TARgets(SITAR) is introduced. It incorporates
multiple drug-drug and gene-gene similarity measures for drug target prediction.
The assumption is that similar drugs tend to share similar targets.

4 Discussion and Conclusion

This work surveys computation based disease associations in the perspective of
different biological molecules and external factors.Each disease association impli-
cates biological molecules like genes, proteins and miRNAs as well as pathways,
SNPs and environmental factors in the manifestation of the disease. Though
we have included many computation based disease associations, the list can
be extended with associations based on tissues,metabolism,functional genes etc.
Combining disease associations may give useful insight in the process of disease
manifestation.

Table 1 compares some computation based disease associations discussed in
section 2 and section 3.Etiome [25] forms disease environment associations based
on 863 diseases. It implicates ACE gene with most distinct diseases. Though
modelling of gene environment interaction is simple, it shows the importance of
linkage based analysis. Disease pathway association [17]is calculated using pro-
tein context and disease context indices. These are used to construct the disease
network with 591 nodes and 6931 edges.Methods to relax the stringent crite-
ria used for disease network construction may be investigated keeping in view
its potential to find novel disease relationships. Third row of table 1 mentions
a network phenotype genotype association [33] which may be categorized as
modularity based approach for disease gene identification.Using spectral algo-
rithm and phenotype network a locus for candidate disease genes is identified.
Prince [21] is a diffusion based method and uses disease protein association.
DisGeNet [13] uses Markov clustering to identify 26 disease classes.The results
using DisGeNet show a shared genetic origin of monogenic, complex and envi-
ronmental diseases. Table 1 summarises the disease association based methods,
the methodologies used for disease inference and the challenges they pose. This
understanding may enable us in making biological assumptions with higher con-
fidence as we strive for minimal loss of biological context.
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Table 1. Disease association for disease identification

Type of Disease  
association 

Input data  Methodology Conclusion / challenges

1.Etiome: disease 
environment 
association [25]

863 diseases with both 
disease gene and 
disease environment  
associations

Hierarchical clustering 
with agglomeration 
method is performed 
represented by 
dendograms

ACE gene associated with 
more distinct diseases  and 
conditions.
Challenges: modeling of gene 
environment interactions here 
is simple 

2.Pathway based 
view: Disease 
pathway 
association[17]

Disease-associated 
genes from Mesh 
terms in Medline and 
pubMed,
Biological pathways 
from GeneMAPP, 
BioCarta,GeneGO, 
Ingenuity and also 
from GO for BP, CC. 

Disease Network is 
constructed with 591 
nodes(diseases) and 6931 
edges(disease 
relationships)Largest 
connected component 
extracted using shortest 
path profile and clustering 
coefficient for all nodes. 

Potential novel disease 
relationships.
Challenges:Stringent criteria 
used to construct DN

3.Network  
module based 
towards  
phenotype-
genotype 
association[33]: 
modularity based

A phenotype network 
is constructed  
comprising of 1184 
phenotypes with 21 
disease classes.
Using PPI databases a 
n/w 
with72431interactions 
and 14433 human 
proteins formed

Phenotype network and 
ppi n/w used to construct 
DN disease network.
Modules in the phenotype 
network detected using 
spectral algorithm.
Regression model used for 
each module.

Few candidates for a given 
locus providing focused 
working hypothesis for 
identification of disease 
genes.
Challenges: limited to known 
protein interactions, 
imprecision in quantifying 
phenotype similarity

4.PRINCE(PRIorit
izatioN and 
Complex 
Elucidation)[21]:  
Diffusion based 
method for disease 
protein association

1599 disease protein 
associations from 
GeneCards spanning 
1369 diseases and 
1043 proteins. PPI 
with 9998 proteins 
and 41072 interactions 

Novel normalization of 
ppi weights and disease-
disease similarity.
Iterative network 
propagation based 
algorithm to infer a 
strength of association 
scoring function

Predicted protein complexes 
exhibited higher coherency.

Challenges: Relies on prior 
phenotypic information and 
known gene disease 
association.

5.DisGeNet[13]:  
Disease gene 
association and 
modularity

Disease gene 
association from 
OMIM,UniProt,PHA
RMGKB  etc.

Developed gene disease 
ontology using which all 
diseases were categorized 
into 26 diseases classes. 
Clusters were identified 
using MCL algorithm 

Highly shared genetic origin 
of monogenic, complex and 
environmental diseases.
Challenges:
Incompleteness of databases, 
inaccuracies in text mining.
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Early disease diagnosis may be possible by formalising the properties of each
type of computation based disease association. Formalising rules for disease as-
sociations is a daunting task but it may assist in dynamic learning enabling
disease identification.
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